Road Hazard and Free Tire Repair
Protection Plan
The purchase of the “Road Hazard & FREE Tire Repair Protection Plan” is only available
on new tire(s) purchased through CarCare in Birmingham, Alabama.
If a tire(s) covered by the “Road Hazard & FREE Tire Repair Protection Plan” becomes
unsafe and unusable due to a road hazard, such as a non-repairable cut, snag, nail,
glass puncture, etc., during the life of the original usable tread or within 5 years from
date of purchase, it will be replaced with a comparable tire based on the following
replacement cost calculation.
The replacement cost will be determined by multiplying the original purchase price of the
tire (excluding taxes and other applicable service charges) by the percentage of tread
worn plus applicable taxes and service charges outlined in the following example:
Example:
Michelin Harmony P205-60R16
Original tread depth 1 1/32nd *
Remaining tread depth 7/32nd **
Original purchase price $150
Percentage of tread worn 44%**
Replacement cost would be $150 original purchase price (or current retail price) x 44%=
$66 plus applicable taxes, charges for mounting, balancing, valve stems and rim
cleaning.
CONDITIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND EXCLUSIONS
1. This warranty does not compensate for loss of time, use of vehicle, towing,
inconvenience, or incidental punitive or consequential damages.
2. The total liability shall not exceed the original purchase price of the tire covered by
this warranty excluding applicable taxes and service charges.
3. This warranty does not cover neglect, misuse, racing, abusive driving, tires with
DOT numbers removed from the sidewall, fire, vandalism, theft, chemical
corrosion, passenger tires installed on light trucks, damages cause by collision or
curb impact, ozone or weather checking, vehicle mechanical problems, cosmetic
damages, or tire service performed at another auto facility.
4. This warranty is non-transferable and is limited to the original purchaser and
original vehicle for which the tire(s) was installed on.
5. Repairable punctures (sidewall damage is not repairable) will be repaired for free.
The tire must have at least 2/32nd of tread depth and must be able to be repaired
by following RMA Standards for tire repair.
6. The “Road Hazard & FREE Tire Repair Protection Plan” does not cover Zero
Pressure Tires.
7. Any flat tire repaired at another automotive facility will be reimbursed up to
$25.00 with invoice of proof of purchase.
*Original tread depth as per the manufacturer’s specific tread depth for that brand name tire.
**The manufacturer’s tire “Adjustment Chart”, for the passenger tire purchased, will determine
percentage of tread worn.

